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METHOD FOR RECALIBRATING COORDINATE

POSITIONING APPARATUS

The present invention relates to coordinate positioning apparatus, and in particular

to a method for rapidly recalibrating a coordinate measuring machine (CM )

comprising a probe head and a measurement probe.

Various types of coordinate positioning apparatus, such as coordinate measuring

machines, machine tools, industrial robots etc, are known. Coordinate positioning

apparatus typically includes transducers that measure the position of a moveable

platform or quill in a so-called machine (e.g. X,Y, Z) co-ordinate system. The

position of points on the surface of an object are measured using a measurement

probe that is attached to, and moved around by, the moveable platform or quill. It

is also often desirable to mount a measurement probe to the platform of a

coordinate positioning apparatus via a probe head that allows the orientation of the

measurement probe to be adjusted relative to the quill. In particular, the ability to

re-orientate the measurement probe relative to the platform using such a probe

head allows the inspection of differently orientated surfaces of an object.

One known type of contact measurement probe used with coordinate positioning

apparatus comprises a probe housing and a deflectable stylus. Typically, the probe

housing is mounted to the moveable platform or quill of the coordinate positioning

apparatus and moved so as to bring the tip of the stylus into contact with the object

to be measured. On contacting the object, the stylus deflects away from its so-

called undeflected, rest or neutral position with respect to the probe housing and

this stylus deflection is sensed by appropriate sensors. Measurement probes of this

type may be broadly categorised as either touch trigger probes or scanning probes.

Touch trigger probes (also known as digital or switching probes) produce a trigger

signal whenever the stylus deflection exceeds a certain threshold. Scanning probes

(also known as analogue probes) produce probe output data that is indicative of

the magnitude and direction of stylus deflection away from the stylus neutral

position; for example, a scanning probe may output measurements of stylus tip



deflection in its own local (a,b,c) co-ordinate system.

Irrespective of whether a touch trigger or scanning probe is used, it is necessary to

establish the position of the point of the stylus tip that makes contact with an

object relative to a known point in the machine co-ordinate system. In other

words, the position of the stylus tip when it contacts an object needs to be tied

back to an origin or other point that has a known position in machine (x,y,z)

coordinates. A calibration process is thus usually performed, typically using a

known reference artefact such as a calibration sphere, after a measurement probe

is first mounted to coordinate positioning apparatus and whenever the

configuration of the coordinate positioning apparatus is altered. This calibration

process provides a set of calibration data for use during subsequent position

measurements.

For both scanning and touch trigger probes, the calibration process involves a so-

called datuming or tip qualification step. The datuming step establishes datum

data which typically describes the position of the centre of the stylus tip (when the

stylus is in its neutral position) relative to a known point in the machine

coordinate system. The datum data may also describe the radius of the ball

provided at the stylus tip. For a scanning probe, the calibration process also

establishes (in addition to the datum data) a so-called probe transformation matrix

that permits stylus deflection measurements taken in the local probe co-ordinate

(a,b,c) system to be converted or transformed into deflection measurements in the

machine co-ordinate (x,y,z) system. Examples of methods for calibrating scanning

probes, including calculation of the probe transformation matrix, are described in

detail in WO00/25087 and WO02/073128. Performing such a calibration process

typically requires many points to be measured on the surface of a calibration

artefact, especially when establishing a probe transformation matrix for a scanning

probe, which can be a time consuming process.

The various calibration processes described above generate calibration data that is

only valid for the particular orientation of the measurement probe for which it was



acquired. If a probe head is used to re-orientate a measurement probe relative to

the platform, it is necessary to establish calibration data for each orientation. This

can substantially increase the time required for calibration. For example, the PH10

probe head sold by Renishaw pic, Wotton-Under-Edge, Gloucestershire, UK, can

be indexed into 720 repeatable orientations and collecting calibration data for each

orientation would clearly be a very time consuming task.

Although calibration data is often acquired for each orientation of the

measurement probe provided by an indexing probe head, various techniques have

been developed to reduce the time required to perform the calibration. For

example, calibration data may be collected only for orientations of the

measurement probe that are to be used in subsequent measurements. This has the

disadvantage that a new calibration process must be performed if measurements

are to be acquired using a new probe orientation. It has also been described

previously how the task of generating a set of calibration data for a measurement

probe when using an indexing head can be simplified somewhat by measuring

calibration data at a number of probe orientations and inferring calibration data for

other probe orientations from that measured calibration data. For example,

EP759534 describe measuring datum data for multiple angular orientations of a

measurement probe and inferring datum data for intermediate angular orientations.

A method is also outlined in WO2006/1 14603 for rotating calibration data, such

as a probe transformation matrix, calculated at one probe orientation for use at

another probe orientation. Methods of inferring calibration data are, however,

typically less accurate than direct measurement methods.

It can thus be seen that the need to obtain calibration data for multiple orientations

of the measurement probe when using a probe head can increase the length of time

required to implement the calibration process. Although methods are known for

reducing the time taken to perform a full calibration, e.g. by inferring some of the

calibration data from other calibration data, such methods can still be relatively

time consuming and may introduce unacceptable levels of measurement

inaccuracies in certain circumstances. In some cases, the calibration process can



therefore last many minutes or even hours and taking the coordinate positioning

apparatus offline to perform the calibration can be disruptive to a production

process. This is especially the case if an unexpected event occurs, such as a

machine crash that breaks the probe stylus and/or misaligns the probe head, that

requires the coordinate positioning apparatus to be recalibrated before

measurements can be resumed.

According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method for

recalibrating coordinate positioning apparatus comprising a platform, a

measurement probe and a probe head for reorienting the measurement probe

relative to the platform, the method comprising the step of taking a calibration

data set for the coordinate positioning apparatus that comprises datum data for a

plurality of orientations of the measurement probe, the datum data including first

datum data for a first nominal orientation of the measurement probe, wherein,

after a disturbance to the coordinate positioning apparatus, the method comprises a

step of updating the calibration data set, characterised in that the step of updating

the calibration data set comprises the steps of; acquiring one or more position

measurements using the coordinate positioning apparatus, calculating a first

correction from the one or more position measurements that describes any change

in the first datum data following the disturbance to the coordinate positioning

apparatus, and updating the datum data for a plurality of different orientations of

the measurement probe using the first correction.

The present invention thus comprises a method for more quickly recalibrating a

coordinate positioning apparatus comprising an articulating probe head that carries

a measurement probe. Firstly, a set of calibration data is taken that has been

established for the coordinate positioning apparatus in the usual manner. In

particular, the calibration data set comprises first datum data for a first nominal

orientation of the measurement probe and further datum data for further

orientations of the measurement probe. For a measurement probe comprising a

deflectable stylus having a spherical stylus tip, the datum data for each different

orientation may comprise information that describes the position of the centre of



the (undeflected) stylus tip relative to a common or fixed point in the machine

coordinate system.

After the coordinate positioning apparatus has been subjected to a disturbance or

disruption of some type, such as an unexpected machine crash that has misaligned

the apparatus and/or broken a probe stylus thereby necessitating stylus

replacement, the calibration data set is updated. Instead of acquiring a completely

new set of calibration data from scratch as would have been necessary previously,

the method of the present invention comprises acquiring one or more position

measurements (e.g. measuring the position of a calibration artefact or other

feature) and calculating from such position measurements a first correction that

describes any change in the first datum data. In other words, position

measurements are performed in order to determine any change or shift in the first

datum data for the first measurement probe orientation that have arisen from the

disturbance to the apparatus. The first correction hence describes the difference

between the first datum data as determined during calibration and the new first

datum data when the recalibration process is implemented. The first correction is

then used (optionally in combination with other correction data as described

below) to update the datum data for one or more other orientations of the

measurement probe. For example, the first correction may comprise a certain

positional shift or offset vector that is then used to update the datum data for other

orientations of the measurement probe. For a contact probe having a stylus with a

workpiece contacting stylus ball, the first correction may comprise a value

describing a change in apparent radius of the stylus ball.

The present invention thus has the advantage that the first offset can be established

relatively quickly compared to a full calibration process, yet can provide a

(corrected) set of calibration data that are sufficiently accurate for subsequent

measurements. The method can also be used with any initial, full, calibration

process and has been found to substantially increase the speed of recalibration

following a machine crash thereby reducing the machine down time and hence

reducing disruption to a production process.



The platform carrying the measurement probe is preferably moveable within the

working space of the coordinate positioning apparatus. For example, the platform

may comprise a quill that can be moved along three mutually orthogonal (e.g.

Χ ,Υ ,Ζ) machine axes. The position of the platform may be measured in a machine

coordinate system by, for example, position encoders provided on each of the

machine axes. The measurement probe preferably has a reference measurement

point such as a point located on, or at a certain fixed position relative to, the body

of the measurement probe. Position measurements may then be acquired by the

measurement probe in a local coordinate system and linked to the reference

measurement point that has an invariant position in the local coordinate system.

The reference measurement point may define the origin of the local coordinate

system of the measurement probe.

The first datum data advantageously comprises a vector or other positional data

describing, for the first nominal orientation of the measurement probe, the position

of the reference measurement point of the measurement probe relative to a point in

the machine coordinate system. The point in the machine coordinate system may,

for example, be a point that moves with the platform and is thus known or has a

certain relationship to a known or defined point (e.g. an origin) in the machine

coordinate system.

Advantageously, the first correction comprises a first offset or first offset vector

describing a shift in the reference measurement point of the measurement probe

relative to the point in the machine coordinate system for the first nominal

orientation of the measurement probe. In other word, the first correction may

describe the change or shift in the vector that describes the position of the

reference measurement point of the measurement probe relative to a point in the

machine coordinate system. It has been found that, to a good approximation, the

first offset calculated for the first orientation of the measurement probe is

applicable (after appropriate rotation) to all other orientations of the measurement

probe that have been previously calibrated. The datum data for one or more



different orientations can then be updated using the first offset. In this manner, the

previously acquired set of calibration data is adjusted to compensate for the first

offset or shift in the reference measurement point of the probe due to the

disturbance.

The measurement probe carried by the platform of the coordinate positioning

apparatus may be a contact measurement probe or a non-contact (e.g. optical,

capacitive, inductive etc) measurement probe. Preferably, the measurement probe

comprises a probe housing. The probe housing may include a connector (e.g. a

threaded recess or protrusion) for securing the measurement probe to the probe

head. The measurement probe preferably comprises a stylus having a substantially

spherical stylus tip or ball. The stylus may be deflectable from a neutral position

defined relative to the probe housing. Advantageously, the reference measurement

point of such a measurement probe comprises the centre of the spherical stylus tip

when the stylus is in the neutral position. The step of calculating a first correction

may thus comprise measuring the offset in the apparent position of the centre of

the spherical stylus tip relative to the position of the centre of the spherical stylus

tip previously established during calibration. Advantageously, the datum data for

each measurement probe orientation includes a stylus tip radius value. The step of

calculating a first correction may then comprise determining a change in stylus tip

radius relative to the radius previously established during calibration.

The step of updating the calibration data set is performed after a disturbance to the

co-ordinate position apparatus. The disturbance may comprise any event or

disruption that affects, or might affect, the calibration of the apparatus. The

disturbance may thus comprise the measurement probe unexpectedly crashing into

a workpiece, the apparatus being transported or relocated, a change in operating

environment etc. The disturbance may also cause misalignment or movement (e.g.

rotation or translation) of the articulating probe head relative to the platform on

which it is mounted. If a contact probe is provided, the disturbance conveniently

comprises replacing the stylus of the measurement probe. For example, such

replacement may arise due to breakage (e.g. a machine crash) or wear of the



stylus. Preferably, such a stylus replacement step comprises replacing the stylus of

the measurement probe with a nominally identical stylus (e.g. a stylus having the

same manufacturer's part number and nominal dimensions). The styli may be

attached to the measurement probe using a screw thread connection.

The coordinate positioning apparatus may comprise a calibration artefact.

Advantageously, the position of the calibration artefact is known. It should be

noted that the calibration artefact having a known position may not mean knowing

the physical distance (e.g. in centimetres) of the calibration artefact from a certain

part of the coordinate position apparatus. The position of the calibration artefact

may be known in the sense that it has been defined as a fixed point or origin that

all subsequent position measurements taken using the apparatus are tied or linked

back to. The calibration data set may, for example, have been established by

measurements of the calibration artefact and the calibration artefact may have

subsequently remained affixed to the apparatus in the same (hence known)

location. In other words, the calibration artefact may have remained affixed to the

apparatus in the same location since the calibration process. The position of the

calibration artefact may also be known by measuring such an artefact using a

different measurement configuration; for example, the coordinate positioning

apparatus may comprise one or more additional measurement probes that have not

been affected by the disturbance and can therefore still provide calibrated

measurements of position.

If the position of the calibration artefact is known, the step of acquiring one or

more position measurements using the coordinate positioning apparatus preferably

comprises placing the measurement probe in the first nominal orientation and

measuring a first apparent position of the calibration artefact. The first correction

may then be calculated from the difference between the first apparent position of

the calibration artefact and the known (e.g. calibrated) position of the calibration

artefact. The first correction may thus comprise a positional difference or vector

that describes the apparent shift in position of the calibration artefact. In the above

example, this apparent change in position of the calibration artefact thus describes



the change in position of the reference measurement point (e.g. stylus tip) of the

measurement probe following the disturbance.

If the position of the calibration artefact is known, the step of acquiring one or

more position measurements using the coordinate positioning apparatus may

further comprise placing the measurement probe in at least one further nominal

orientation (e.g. at least a second nominal orientation) and measuring at least one

further apparent position (e.g. at least a second apparent position) of the

calibration artefact. At least one further correction (e.g. at least one second

correction) can then be calculated from the difference between the at least one

further apparent position (e.g. the at least one second apparent position) of the

calibration artefact and a known position of the calibration artefact for the at least

one further measurement probe orientation.

An average correction may be conveniently calculated from the first correction

and the at least one further correction. The datum data for a plurality of different

orientations of the measurement probe is then preferably updated using the

average correction. In this manner, a plurality of corrections (e.g. offset vectors)

may be calculated for a plurality of nominal orientations of the measurement probe

and an average of such corrections used to correct datum data for multiple

different orientations of the measurement probe. An average correction is

conveniently calculated in this manner when it is established, or it can be

assumed, that there is no substantial movement (e.g. translation/rotation) of the

probe head relative to the platform on which it is mounted due to the disturbance

to the coordinate measuring apparatus.

The first correction and the at least one further correction may also be used to

determine if there has been any rotation and/or translation of the probe head

relative to the platform as a result of the disturbance to the coordinate positioning

apparatus. In particular, the first correction and the at least one further correction

may be used to assess the magnitude of any head rotation and/or translation

thereby indicating whether the average correction mentioned above (or even just



the first correction) is suitable for correcting datum data for multiple different

orientations of the measurement probe. The method may include a further step of

calculating a head movement correction from the first correction and the at least

one further correction to account for any such rotation and/or translation of the

probe head relative to the platform. Such a head movement correction may be

used to update the datum data for a plurality of different orientations. In this

manner, a plurality of nominal orientations of the measurement probe may be

selected to enable separate corrections (e.g. correction vectors) to be calculated for

stylus breakage, head rotation and/or head translation.

The present invention can also be employed using a calibration artefact having an

unknown position. For example, the calibration artefact may be placed on the

apparatus after the disturbance to the coordinate positioning apparatus for the

purpose of updating the calibration data set. It is preferred, but not essential, that

such a calibration artefact is placed nominally in the same location as the

calibration artefact used to establish the calibration data set or in an estimated

position. In such an example, the error in the (unknown) position of the calibration

artefact is preferably separated from the change in the first datum data. This may

be achieved by the step of acquiring one or more position measurements using the

coordinate positioning apparatus with the measurement probe placed in at least

three different nominal orientations. An apparent position of the calibration

artefact can then be measured for each of the at least three different nominal

orientations of the measurement probe and the first correction calculated from the

at least three apparent positions of the calibration artefact. This technique is

described in more detail below.

The calibration artefact may be of any known type. Advantageously, the

calibration artefact comprises a sphere. For a spherical calibration artefact, each

step of measuring the position of the calibration artefact conveniently comprises

measuring a plurality of points on the sphere surface and calculating therefrom the

position of the sphere centre. Although a calibration artefact is described above, it

should be noted that the recalibration process could alternatively be performed by



taking measurements on a part being inspected. For example, points on the part

being inspected could be re-measured following the disturbance to obtain the first

correction.

The probe head may comprise any known type of probe head. The probe head may

comprise an articulating probe head. The probe head may be manually actuated

and/or motorised. The probe head preferably allows rotation of the measurement

probe relative to the platform about one or more rotary axes or more preferably

about two or more rotary axes. In a preferred embodiment, the probe head allows

rotation of the measurement probe about two orthogonal rotary axes. The

measurement probe and probe head may comprise separate units that can be

attached to one another. Alternatively, the measurement probe may be integrated

with the probe head.

Advantageously, the probe head comprises an indexing probe head that permits

the measurement probe to adopt a plurality of nominally repeatable indexed

orientations relative to the platform. In other words, the probe head may allow the

measurement probe to be indexed into multiple nominal positions. An example of

such an indexing probe is the Renishaw PH10 probe head described above. If an

indexing probe head is provided, the calibration data set preferably comprises

datum data for a plurality, or for all, of the indexed orientations of the

measurement probe relative to the platform. Such datum data may have been

separately measured for each nominal orientation, or measured for a subset of

nominal orientations and inferred for other orientations. In such an example, the

first nominal orientation of the measurement probe preferably comprises one of

the indexed positions and the first correction is applied to the datum data for the

other indexed positions.

Conveniently, the measurement probe is attached to the platform by a so-called

continuous or active probe head. The continuous probe head conveniently allows

the measurement probe to be freely rotated or placed into any orientation within a

predefined angular range. Preferably, the continuous probe head comprises at least



one encoder for measuring the orientation of the measurement probe. The

orientation of the measurement probe may be set and fixed prior to measurement

or the probe may be reoriented during a measurement (e.g. scanning) procedure.

An example of such an active or continuous probe head is the so-called REVO

(registered trade mark) probe head produced by Renishaw pic.

As outlined above, the first correction is used to update the datum data for a

plurality of different measurement probe orientations. Preferably, the first

correction is used to update the datum data for all of the different measurement

probe orientations contained in the calibration data set. The step of updating the

datum data for a plurality of different orientations of the measurement probe using

the first correction preferably comprises using a rotation function (e.g. a rotation

matrix) to apply the first correction to datum data for different orientations of the

measurement probe. For example, the first correction calculated for the first

measurement probe orientation may be rotated to different measurement probe

orientations. Alternatively, the datum data for different orientation may be rotated

to the first orientation, be corrected using the first correction and then rotated back

to the original orientation. Advantageously, the method is only applied when small

changes to the previous calibration data set are expected (e.g. due to replacing a

stylus with a nominally identical stylus). Preferably, the method is used to account

for shifts in a measured sphere centre that are substantially less than the shift in

sphere centre that occurred as a result of the initial calibration procedure. For

example, the method may be used when a measured sphere centre is expected to

move (e.g. due to stylus replacement) by no more than 1mm, more preferably by

no more than 500µπ , more preferably by no more than 200µηι , more preferably

by no more than ΙΟΟµηι and more preferably by no more than 50µηι .

The measurement probe used in the method may comprise a touch trigger probe.

A touch trigger probe issues a so-called trigger signal whenever its stylus is

deflected. Alternatively, the measurement probe may comprise a scanning or

analogue probe. A scanning or analogue probe outputs stylus deflection

measurements in its local coordinate system. If a scanning or analogue probe is



provided, the set of calibration data preferably comprises at least one probe

transformation matrix for converting stylus deflection measurements taken in the

local coordinate system of the measurement probe into the machine coordinate

system. A separate probe transformation matrix may be conveniently provided for

each possible orientation, or a sub-set of possible orientations, of the measurement

probe relative to the platform. Each probe transformation matrix may be corrected

using the calculated first correction. Preferably, the step of updating the calibration

data set does not involve updating the probe calibration matrices.

The step of taking a calibration data set may comprise measuring or otherwise

calculating a set of calibration data. Advantageously, the step of taking a

calibration data set comprises retrieving a previously determined set of calibration

data. For example, the set of calibration data may be retrieved from an electronic

memory or other data storage area associated with the coordinate positioning

apparatus. The set of calibration data may be, or may have been, determined using

any appropriate calibration technique. All values in the set of calibration data may

have been directly measured, or some of the values may have been inferred from

other measurements. The original calibration data set may be stored along with the

updated calibration data set. Any subsequent updating process (e.g. due to a

further disturbance) is preferably made using the original calibration data set.

According to a second aspect of the present invention, a coordinate positioning

apparatus comprises a platform, a measurement probe and a probe head for

reorienting the measurement probe relative to the platform, wherein the apparatus

comprises a controller that stores a calibration data set for the coordinate

positioning apparatus that comprises datum data for a plurality of orientations of

the measurement probe, the datum data including first datum data for a first

nominal orientation of the measurement probe; wherein, after a disturbance to the

coordinate positioning apparatus, the controller is arranged to acquire one or more

position measurements using the coordinate positioning apparatus and to calculate

therefrom a first correction that describes any change in the first datum data

following the disturbance to the coordinate positioning apparatus, the controller



also being arranged to update the datum data for a plurality of different

orientations of the measurement probe using the first correction.

According to a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of

recalibration for coordinate positioning apparatus having a measurement probe

that can be placed in a plurality of orientations, the method comprising the step of

determining a change in datum data for a first orientation of the measurement

probe and using the change in datum data to update datum data for at least one

different orientation of the measurement probe.

According to a further aspect of the invention, a method for recalibrating

coordinate positioning apparatus is provided, the coordinate positioning apparatus

comprising a platform carrying a analogue measurement probe having a reference

measurement point, the method comprising the steps of;

(a) taking a set of calibration data that includes first datum data acquired

with the measurement probe in a first nominal orientation with respect to the

platform, the first datum data describing the position of the reference measurement

point of the analogue measurement probe relative to a known point in the machine

coordinate system,

characterised in that the method comprises, after a disturbance to the

coordinate positioning apparatus, the steps of;

(b) performing, with the measurement probe placed in the first nominal

orientation with respect to the platform, at least one measurement and calculating

therefrom a first offset between the reference measurement point of the

measurement probe and the previously determined reference measurement point

described by the first datum data of step (a), and

(c) correcting the set of calibration data of step (a) using the first offset

established in step (b) thereby providing an updated set of calibration data that is

corrected to account for the effect of the disturbance to the coordinate positioning

apparatus.

The invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to



the accompanying drawings in which;

Figure 1 illustrates a coordinate measuring machine comprising a touch trigger

measurement probe and an indexing head,

Figure 2 illustrates the geometry of the CMM of figure 1,

Figure 3 shows the offset in stylus tip position resulting from stylus replacement,

Figures 4a-4c show the different effects of stylus replacement, head translation

and head rotation, and

Figures 5a-5e illustrates a method for separately determining the vectors

associated with stylus shift due to stylus replacement, head translation and head

rotation.

Referring to figure 1, a coordinate positioning apparatus in the form of a

coordinate measuring machine (CMM) 2 is shown. The CMM 2 comprises a base

or table 4 on which an object (e.g. a workpiece) can be placed and a gantry 6 that

is moveable along x and y directions with respect to the base 4. The gantry 6

includes a quill 8 which is moveable along a z direction with respect to the gantry

6. Position encoders are provided on each axis of the CMM 2 to measure the

position of the quill in the x, y, and z directions. Measurements of quill position

are thus made in the so-called machine co-ordinate (x,y,z) system.

The quill 8 carries an indexing probe head 10, such as a Renishaw PH10

motorised probe head. The indexing probe head 10 comprises a base attachment

portion that is attached to the quill 8 and a probe attachment portion that carries a

scanning probe 12 having a deflectable stylus 14. The scanning probe 12, which

may comprise a Renishaw SP25 probe, includes internal transducers that measure

any deflection of the stylus 14 away from a so-called neutral or rest position. Any

deflection of the stylus 1 is thus measured by the scanning probe 12 in its local



(probe) coordinate (a,b,c) system. To improve the ability to scan complex objects,

the indexing probe head 10 allows the scanning probe 2 to be rotated, relative to

the quill, about the orthogonal axes A and B and locked in any one of multiple

indexed positions. In the case of a Renishaw PH10 probe head, the probe may be

indexed into any one of 720 different indexed positions. A controller 16 controls

operation of the CMM.

The position of the quill is thus measured in the machine coordinate (x,y,z) system

whilst the scanning probe 12 measures stylus deflection in its local probe

coordinate (a,b,c) system. In order to use the scanning probe 12 to measure the

position of points on the surface of an object in the machine coordinate system, it

is necessary to perform a calibration process to establish the various geometrical

relationships of the apparatus.

Referring to figure 2, a vector diagram is provided to illustrate the position of the

stylus tip relative to the CMM quill. A machine vector (M) defines, relative to a

fixed point or origin (o) in the machine coordinate system, the position of an

arbitrary point (h) on the probe head; the position of point (h) is thus known in the

machine coordinate system as it moves with the quill. The point (h) is spaced apart

from the centre of the stylus tip (t) by the probe vector (P). The probe vector (P)

includes datum data in the form of a datum vector that describes the difference in

position between the point (h) and the stylus tip (t) when the stylus is located in its

neutral (i.e. undeflected) position.

For a scanning probe, the probe vector (P) also includes a stylus deflection vector

that describes any deflection of the stylus tip away from the neutral position. As

mentioned above, the measurement of stylus tip deflection away from the rest

position are provided by the scanning probe in a local or probe coordinate (a,b,c)

system; a so-called probe calibration matrix (C) is thus provided which allows

conversion from the probe coordinate (a,b,c) system to provide a stylus deflection

vector in machine (x,y,z) coordinates. A resultant tip position vector (Q), which

defines the position of the centre of the stylus tip (t) in the machine coordinate



system, is thus provided by combining the machine vector (M) and the probe

vector (P). The spherical stylus tip that contacts the object to be measured also has

a finite radius (r) which is also known and taken into account as appropriate in a

known manner.

Prior to measuring an object using a CMM, it is known to perform a series of

calibration measurements to establish the calibration data that is necessary to

acquire measurements using the CMM. Typically, such calibration measurements

involve scanning the surface of a calibration artefact, such as a calibration sphere,

that is placed on the bed of the CMM. A wide variety of calibration techniques are

known, but the end result of any such calibration process is a set of calibration

data that enable the point of contact of the stylus tip on the surface of an object to

be determined. The form and/or format of the set of calibration data may vary, but

it will necessarily embody the information required to combine the positional

(x,y,z) values obtained from the encoders of the CMM with the transducer (a,b,c)

readings output by the measurement probe to establish the position of points on

the surface of an object being measured in the machine (x,y,z) coordinate system.

One step in the calibration process is so-called probe qualification or probe

datuming. Probe datuming is the process by which the positional relationship

between a reference measurement point of the measurement probe (e.g. the

position (t) of the undeflected stylus tip) is established relative to a known point in

the machine coordinate system (e.g. the point (h) on the head that has a known

position relative to the origin (o) of the machine coordinate geometry). For

example, probe qualification may involve establishing datum data in the form of

the stylus deflection vector described above. The datum data may also include a

value relating to the radius (r) of the spherical tip of the stylus.

Another step in the calibration process is establishing the three-by-three probe

calibration matrix for translating stylus deflections measured in the probe

coordinate (a,b,c) system into the machine coordinate (x,y,z) system. The probe

matrix may also be found by scanning the surface of a calibration artefact, such as



a sphere, and suitable techniques are outlined in WO00/25087 and WO02/073128

the contents of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference. As is apparent

from WO00/25087 and WO02/073128, taking the necessary measurements to

determine the probe matrix can be a time consuming process.

It additionally has to be remembered that the calibration processes mentioned

above are only valid for a single orientation of the measurement probe relative to

the quill of the CMM. In other words, if the probe head indexes the measurement

probe to another position, it becomes necessary to establish calibration data for

that position. As described in EP759534, datum data may be collected at a

plurality of orientations and inferred for intermediate orientations. Similarly, as

described in WO2006/1 14603, calibration data such as the probe transformation

matrix may be calculated at one or a few orientations and rotated for use in other

orientations. Although simplifying the calibration process, such techniques have

the disadvantage of reducing measurement accuracy and it can still take many

minutes or hours to acquire the measurements and perform the calculations that

are necessary to generate the full set of calibration data.

Performing a one-off calibration when commissioning a CMM or a new

measurement probe is time consuming, but such an event can be pre-planned to fit

in with a production schedule. Furthermore, once calibrated the CMM can be used

to acquire measurements for prolonged periods. There are, however, instances

where CMM recalibration is suddenly required due to an unexpected disturbance

to the machine, such as a crash that breaks a stylus and/or misaligns the probe

head. In such cases, the operator is faced with having to take the machine offline

in order to perform the recalibration process that is necessary to ensure metrology

performance is maintained. This can be seriously disruptive to a production

process.

The present inventor has found that, instead of performing a full recalibration, a

significantly shorter recalibration process can be performed in circumstances when

a previously calibrated machine is subjected to a disturbance. For example, if the



stylus of a measurement probe is broken it is possible to replace the broken stylus

with a new (e.g. nominally identical) stylus. A measurement may then be

performed that establishes the offset between the (undetected) stylus tip centre

positions of the old (e.g. broken) stylus and new stylus. This offset is established

using the datum data acquired for the old (e.g. broken) stylus and a new

measurement performed with the new stylus as described in more detail below.

Importantly, it is not necessary to establish this offset for every indexed position of

the probe head. Instead, it is has been found to be sufficient to establish the offset

at one, or optionally a few, indexed positions. The offset value may then be used

to adjust the set of calibration data to produce an updated or corrected set of

calibration data that can be used for taking measurements with the new stylus.

Referring to figure 3, the scanning probe 12 described with reference to figure 1 is

illustrated with its (first) stylus 14 attached. A second, replacement, stylus 30 is

also shown in dashed outline.

The CMM is fully calibrated with the first stylus 14 attached to the stylus holder

of the scanning probe 12. In other words, a set of calibration data is acquired using

the first stylus 14 that comprises datum data and probe transformation matrices for

each of the plurality of orientations of the measurement probe that are provided by

the indexing probe head. The set of calibration data may take many hours to

collect, but it allows subsequent measurements to be acquired with high levels of

accuracy.

After breakage and removal of the first stylus 14, for example if the CMM

crashes, the second stylus 30 is attached to the stylus holder of the measurement

probe. The second stylus 30 is nominally identical to the first stylus 14 but there is

still an offset between the centre of the tip (tl) of the first stylus 14 and the centre

of the tip (t2) of the second stylus 30. This offset in (undeflected) styli tip position

is small, but it is sufficient to degrade measurement accuracy to unacceptable

levels.



In the present example of the invention, the measurement probe is placed into a

first nominal orientation (e.g. a selected one of the index positions of the probe

head) in which first datum data was collected using the first stylus 14 during the

previous calibration process. This first datum data describes the tip position tl that

was determined during the datuming process. The offset between the tip positions

t l and t2 can then be established, for example in either of the following two ways.

In a first example, the offset in tip position is determined using a calibration

artefact such as a sphere that has a known position in the machine coordinate

system. The calibration sphere may have been affixed to the CMM during the

initial calibration process and have remained in place during the subsequent

measurements; the sphere centre position S that was established during the initial

calibration is thus known.

Alternatively, the calibration artefact is placed on the CMM when required and the

sphere centre position becomes known by performing a measurement using a

different measurement probe and/or stylus combination that has a calibration that

has not been affected by the disturbance to the CMM. For example, the

measurement probe of the CMM may be of a modular type that includes a

retaining module and a stylus module. Various stylus modules (e.g. having

different stylus configurations, lengths, spring forces etc) can be provided that are

separately attachable to the retaining module in repeatable positions. For such a

modular measurement probe, it is necessary to perform a separate calibration

process for each stylus module combination. If one of the stylus modules needs to

be replaced or reconfigured (e.g. due to a broken styli) it is possible to use another

stylus module for which the calibration remains valid to establish the position of

the sphere centre. This allows the calibration artefact to be removed from the

machine after the initial calibration and only replaced on the CMM (preferably in

nominally the same position that was used during calibration) when the

recalibration process is to be performed. It should be noted that if the probe head

is misaligned due to a disturbance (crash etc) this will affect the calibration of all

probes mounted thereon typically making it necessary, if the sphere centre is



unknown, to use the alternative recalibration procedure described below that does

not need knowledge of actual sphere position.

In a simple example, the known or calibrated sphere centre position (S) is related

to the apparent or remeasured sphere centre position (C) by the expression;

C - current real (1)

where P rent is the probe vector of the current calibration (i.e. the calibration

previously performed using the old, now broken, stylus) and Preai is the actual or

real probe vector (i.e. the unknown probe vector that is associated with the new

stylus).

If follows from equation (1) that P ea is given by:

It can thus be seen from equation (2) that the offset or change in probe vector

resulting from replacing the broken stylus can be found from the apparent change

in position of a sphere of known position.

If, as in the present example, the measurement probe is carried by an articulating

probe head, the probe vector (P) can also be rotated by the head angles. For a two-

axis rotary head (i.e. an articulating probe head that allows the measurement probe to

be rotated about an A -axis and a B-axis that is substantially orthogonal to the A -axis)

a probe vector Ρ οο can be defined for the A0B0 orientation (i.e. the probe head

orientation where the A -axis is rotated to 0° and the B-axis is also rotated to 0°). A

probe vector PA ,B may then be found for any other probe head orientation from the

probe vector P0 rotated by the head angle (A ,B) as follows:



P , = Rati Ror P
0,0 (3)

When the head is placed in the orientation AB, equation (2) thus becomes;

which simplifies to:

(5 -c)+ ( ra re „,( , ) (4b).

Equation (4b) thus describes how the positional difference between the known

sphere centre (S) and apparent sphere centre (C) at a certain probe head orientation

AB, can be rotated back to find the probe offset vector at the A0B0 orientation.

The probe offset vector derived from equation (4b) can then be used in equation

(3) to find the probe offset vector at any orientation AB.

It should be noted that a probe offset vector (i.e. a positional difference between

apparent and actual sphere centre positions) may be calculated for more than one

orientation of the probe head. The probe offset vector may then be averaged, after

applying appropriate rotations, to provide a resultant offset vector that has reduced

measurement uncertainty. As described below, a plurality of probe offset vectors

may also be used to establish if there has been any rotation or translation of the

probe head relative to the quill as a result of the disturbance to the CMM. It is,

however, clearly preferred to measure the offset at no more than a few probe head

orientations otherwise the measurement speed advantages of the present invention

compared with a full redatuming procedure at each required orientation are

negated.

In a second example, the offset in tip position is determined using a calibration



artefact such as a sphere that has an unknown position in the machine coordinate

system. This may comprise, for example, a sphere that is placed on the bed of the

CMM following stylus replacement (e.g. due to stylus breakage) for the

recalibration process. A s the sphere centre (S) is not known, the offset in the probe

vector due to the new styli ( P offset) determined from three measurements of

apparent sphere centre (C) that are taken with the probe head placed in three

different orientations. This provides the following three geometrical expressions

describing the difference between the real (unknown) position of the sphere and

the apparent sphere position:

where S is the unknown real sphere position, Co,o is the apparent sphere position

when measured at theAOBO orientation, C o o is the apparent sphere position when

measured at the A90B0 orientation, C o, o is the apparent sphere position when

measured at the A90B90 orientation, R0,0 is the rotation matrix from the AOBO

orientation (Identity), R90,0 is the rotation matrix from the AOBO orientation to the

A90B0 orientation, R90,90 is the rotation matrix from the AOBO orientation to the

A90B90 orientation and P 0 ffSe t is the offset of the probe vector.

By subtraction o f the above equations (5), the unknown sphere centre location (S) is

eliminated as follows:

By addition o f the equations (6), the offset o f the probe vector can be seen



]) X ( 90,90 + o, ) (7)

It should be noted in order to calculate the probe vector offset (P0ffset) of equation (7),

the three head orientations are chosen so that the matrix (R3+R2-2R1) can be

inversed. The above example uses three orientations along three orthogonal axes

which has been found to provide the best configuration in terms of sensitivity to

noise.

The offset of the probe vector (P0ffset) calculated in this manner may then be used to

correct probe vectors at multiple different orientations of the measurement probe; this

may be achieved using an expression analogous to equation (4) but with P0ffSet s

defined in equation (7) substituted for the sphere centre difference S-C.

The above examples outline how to establish an offset in the probe vector following a

disturbance to the CMM and, in particular, describe how such a recalibration process

is performed after a broken stylus is replaced. If a stylus is replaced, the new stylus is

likely to have a stylus tip of a radius nominally identical to the stylus it replaces. In

such an instance, the method can optionally also include a step of calculating the

change in stylus tip radius to account for the new stylus tip radius and subsequently

apply that change in tip radius to other orientations.

The disturbance to the CMM may result only in a broken stylus that needs to be

replaced. It is, however, possible that the disturbance could (e.g. if it comprises an

impact) additionally or alternatively result in the probe head becoming misaligned in

some way relative to the platform or quill to which it is mounted. In other words,

there may be some displacement or twisting of the probe head relative to the quill as a

result of the disturbance to the CMM. In the simplest terms, it is possible to describe

any such disturbance to the probe head as a probe head translation and/or a probe

head rotation. The different results of the disturbance (e.g. stylus replacement, head



translation, head rotation) can be distinguished, and optionally compensated for as

necessary, in the manner described below.

Referring to figure 4a, the effect of stylus replacement alone is shown. In particular,

figure 4a shows a first apparent ball position 40 of a stylus ball located at the distal

end of a stylus stem 42. The probe head of the CMM (not shown) can rotate the stylus

of the probe about an axis of rotation 44 into a second apparent ball position 46 and a

third apparent position 48. If the stylus is replaced, the new centre of the stylus ball

may be shifted by a small offset that is invariant in the stylus coordinate geometry. As

can be seen in figure 4a, the effect of this offset is to provide a shifted first apparent

ball position 40a, a shifted second apparent ball position 46a and a shifted third

apparent ball position 48a for the three illustrated angles of probe head rotation. As

described above, a probe offset vector may thus be measured at one head orientation

and used (after appropriate rotation) to correct the shift in apparent ball position at

other orientations by updating the associated datum data.

Figure 4b shows the effect of only a linear translation along one axis (in this example

the x-axis) of the probe head relative to the quill of the CMM. There is no shift in

stylus ball position in the stylus coordinate geometry because of this translation, but

each apparent ball position is translated by a constant amount along the x-axis of the

quill coordinate system. In other words, the probe head translation provides a shifted

first apparent ball position 40b, a shifted second apparent ball position 46b and a

shifted third apparent ball position 48b for the three illustrated angles of probe head

rotation.

Turning next to figure 4c, the effect of only rotating (e.g. twisting) the probe head

relative to the quill of the CMM is shown. This twisting effect may arise, for

example, from a disturbance that causes rotation at the mount which attaches the

probe head to the quill. The effect of probe head rotation is to introduce a shift in the

apparent ball position (i.e. a shift relative to the ball position as established prior to

the head rotation) that has a magnitude that is dependent on the angle adopted by the



probe head. In the example shown, the head rotation does not affect the first apparent

ball position 40, but it produces a slightly shifted second apparent ball position 46c

and a significantly shifted third apparent ball position 48c (noting that the illustrated

shifts in apparent ball position occur out of the plane of the page).

t can be seen from figures 4a-4c that changing the stylus, probe head translation and

probe head rotation have different effects on the shift in apparent stylus ball position

(i.e. the probe offset vector) that occurs as a function of probe head angle. Measuring

the probe offset vector (defined in the probe or stylus geometry system) at a plurality

of different head orientations can thus be used to assess what effect the disturbance

has had on the CMM. Preferably, the different head orientations are separated by a

wide angular range.

If the measured probe offset vector is the same (in the probe coordinate system) at a

plurality of such different probe head orientations, it can be assumed that there has

been no significant rotation or translation of the probe head. An average of the probe

offset vector can thus be applied (after appropriate rotations) to correct the datum data

at each required orientation of the probe head.

If the probe offset vector has a similar magnitude at different head orientations but a

direction (in the probe coordinate system) that varies in a predictable manner, then it

can be determined that a translation of the probe head has resulted from the

disturbance to the CMM. Furthermore, if the probe offset vector varies in both

magnitude and direction (in the probe coordinate system) then rotation of the probe

head is likely to have occurred due to the disturbance. If a calibration artefact of

known position is present on the CMM, any such probe head translation or rotation

can be assessed by taking further measurements of that artefact. In particular, a probe

offset vector may be measured with the probe head rotated into multiple different

angular orientations. Analysis of the various probe offset vectors may then be used to

extract information on the probe head rotation and/or translation. In some instances

(e.g. for very high accuracy applications), it may also be preferable to dispense with



the rapid recalibration process of the present invention if significant rotation or

translation of the probe head has occurred and instead repeat the full calibration

process. At the other extreme, if the amount of probe head translation and/or rotation

is small, an average of the probe offset vector measured at multiple angles may

simply be applied to the datum data for all head angles.

The above examples described with reference to figures 4a-4c are illustrated in two

dimensions for ease of understanding. The skilled person would appreciate that there

could be translation of the probe head along any one or more of the three translational

degrees of freedom relative to the quill and/or rotation of the probe head about any

one or more of the three rotational degrees of freedom relative to the quill. The probe

head also preferably includes two rotational axes as describe above, and any

variations are preferably measured with the probe head rotated into different positions

about each of the two rotational axes.

Referring next to figures 5a to 5e, a method will be described for ascertaining the

separate vector contributions to the probe offset vector that arise from changing the

stylus, translation of the probe head and rotation of the probe head.

Figure 5a shows an X-Y plane in the CMM geometry system. The X-Y plane is

located at a height along the z-axis that intersects the centre of the stylus ball. In

figure 5a the probe head holds the stylus so that it points vertically downwards in the

A Oorientation; i.e. the angle of rotation about the A-axis is 0°, the A-axis being the

angle of head rotation illustrated in figure 1.

In figure 5a, the vector S denotes the change in stylus ball position that occurs when

the stylus is replaced. In figure 5a, it is assumed that the only effect arising from the

disturbance to the probe head is the shift in stylus ball position arising from stylus

replacement (e.g. due to stylus breakage). It can thus be seen that in the A0B0

orientation the effect of stylus replacement is to shift the apparent ball position to



AO'BO' ; this is a shift by the vector +S. If the stylus is now rotated 180° about the B-

axis, it can be seen that there will be a vector shift of -S between the original

(previously calibrated) stylus ball position A0B180 and the new position A0'B180'

adopted by the ball of the replacement stylus. Importantly, it is noted that the vector

+S describing the offset for the B O orientation is equal and opposite (in the machine

coordinate geometry) to the vector -S describing the offset for the B 180 orientation.

The vector S is, of course, invariant in the stylus co-ordinate system.

Figure 5a thus shows the effect of purely replacing a (e.g. broken) stylus with no

associated probe head rotation or translation. Turning next to figure 5b, the additional

effect of a translation of the probe head in the X-Y plane is shown. Unlike the stylus

replacement vector S, the probe head translation vector T does not vary with the angle

of B-axis rotation. Instead, the translation vector T has the same magnitude and

direction, in the illustrated machine co-ordinate system, at each angle of probe head

rotation about the B-axis.

Figure 5b thus shows the additional effect of a head translation vector T to the stylus

replacement vector S shown in figure 5a. A new apparent ball position AO'BO'

following the disturbance is thus shifted from the previous (calibrated) ball position

A0B0. The difference between the positions A0B0 and AO'BO' can be described by a

vector VI that is the resultant of the head translation vector T and the stylus

replacement vector +S. For a rotation about the B-axis of 80°, it can be seen that the

original ball position A0B180 is shifted to AO'Bl 80' by a resultant vector V2. The

vector V2 is the resultant of the head translation vector T and the stylus replacement

vector -S; -S being of equal magnitude but opposition direction to the vector +S of

the B0 orientation.

Mathematically, the resultant vectors VI and V2 can be described as:

V\ = T + S (8a)



V2 = T S (8b)

Half of the sum of V and V2 thus yields the head translation vector T, whereas half

of the difference between the vectors I and V2 provides the stylus replacement

vector S. In this manner, measurements of the resultant probe offset vectors V 1 and

V2 at orientations about the B-axis separated by 180° allows the head translation

vector T and stylus replacement vector S to be found. It can also be seen that if the

head translation vector T is zero (i.e. there was no translation resulting from the

disturbance) the vectors V I and V2 will be equal and opposite as they will only

include the stylus replacement vectors -S and +S as shown in figure 5a; the presence

or absence of probe head translation can thus be quickly identified. It should be noted

that the above is based on the assumption that any probe head translation resulting

from the disturbance is only in the x-y plane. The stylus replacement vector S could,

however, include z-axis components that will be invariant for different B-axis

orientations when the probe head is in the A Oorientation.

As illustrated in figure 5C, any rotation of the probe head resulting from the

disturbance has negligible effect on the apparent stylus ball position when the probe

head is in the A O orientation. This is based on the assumption that the disturbance

results in the probe head being rotated about an axis at least approximately parallel to,

and coincident with, the B-axis of rotation provided by the probe head. In particular,

figure 5C illustrates how the apparent stylus ball position is not affected for A Ohead

angles if the only disturbance to the CMM is a rotation of the probe head. In other

words, the apparent stylus ball position AO'Bn' is invariant for any angular value of n

(e.g. for n=0 to 360°). It can thus be seen that any rotation of the probe head resulting

from the disturbance does not substantially affect the head translation vector T and

the stylus replacement vector S that are extracted using the method described above

with reference to figure 5b. It should be noted that if the probe head rotation due to

the disturbance is not coincident with the B-axis, the rotation effect can still be

corrected but additional measurements may be required at A0B0 and A0B180 to

isolate any translation due to the offset in the axis of rotation.



Figure 5D shows how any rotation of the probe head resulting from the disturbance

does effect the apparent stylus ball position when the probe head is in the A90

orientation (i.e. the orientation in which the stylus is held horizontal). In particular, a

rotation vector R(A90B0) for the head orientation A=90°, B=0° is shown in figure

5D; this vector describes the shift in apparent stylus ball position from A90B0 to

A90'B0'. In the illustration of figure 5D, it is assumed that the only effect of the

disturbance is a pure rotation of the probe head. The vector R(A90B0) can also be

rotated about the B-axis by applying a rotation function; for example, R(A90B0) can

be rotated into an arbitrary vector R(A90Bn) in the same x-y plane, where n is any

angle between 0° and 360°, by multiplication with a suitable rotation matrix.

Referring finally to figure 5E, the combined effect of stylus replacement, head

translation and head rotation on the apparent stylus ball position is shown when the

probe head is placed in the A90B0 orientation. In particular, the resultant stylus ball

offset vector V3 is then made up of the vector addition of the head translation vector

T, the stylus replacement vector S' and the head rotation vector R(A90B0).

The head translation vector T is known from the method described with reference to

figure 5b and is invariant with A-axis orientation. The stylus replacement vector S' at

the A90B0 orientation can be found by applying an appropriate rotation to the stylus

replacement vector S that was derived for the A O orientation using the method

described above with reference to figure 5b. Measurement of the resultant vector V3

thus permits the head rotation vector R (A90B0) to be found.

The effect of the head rotation vector R on the change in stylus ball position is at its

maximum for the A90 orientation and substantially zero for the A Oorientation. The

effect of the head rotation vector on apparent sphere position varies sinusoidally

between the A90 maximum and the A Ominimum. It is thus possible, after finding the



vector R(A90B0), to establish a head rotation vector R for any A-axis orientation (at

BO) by the following relationship:

R(a) = R(A90).Sin(a) (9)

where a is the angular orientation of the A-axis of the probe head. As mentioned

above, the direction (but not magnitude) of the head rotation vector R will also vary

in a known manner with B-axis angle for a given A-axis orientation. The head

rotation vector R can thus be determined at any angle about the A-axis and B-axis.

The above described method thus allows the effect of stylus replacement, head

rotation and head translation to be separately found by measuring three resultant

probe offset vectors (VI, V2 and V3). Once these constituent contributions to the

probe offset vector have been determined, such constituent vectors can be used

(applying any appropriate rotations) to correct the stylus ball position at any desired

orientation of the probe head. In this manner, the datum data can be corrected for

multiple different orientations of the measurement probe.

It should also be noted that the above examples describe taking measurements on

a calibration artefact during the recalibration procedure. In some instances, the

same calibration artefact may be used during the initial calibration process and the

recalibration procedure. It would, however, also be possible to perform the

recalibration process using a different calibration artefact to that which was used

during the initial calibration procedure. It should also be noted that the use of a

calibration artefact may be dispensed with altogether and a workpiece or part that

is being inspected using the C or a feature of the CMM could be used for the

recalibration procedure. For example, the recalibration process could be performed

using the part on which the stylus broke during measurement. This may, for

example, involve re-measuring points along the x, y, and z axes of the part to

acquire the three offset values required to describe the offset of the probe vector. If

other, calibrated, measurement probes or styli are available for measurement the

recalibration process may then comprise comparing measurement taken on the



part with a calibrated measurement probe configuration with those acquired using

the measurement probe configuration that is being recalibrated in order to

ascertain the probe vector offset.

Once the probe vector offset has been calculated as described above, it is used to

correct the set of calibration data that was previously acquired. In particular, the

probe vector for each orientation of the measurement probe may be adjusted to

include the offset in the probe vector. Similarly, if the calibration data includes

stylus tip radius data for each orientation of the measurement probe, this may be

updated for each orientation using a measured change in stylus tip radius. All the

calibration data may be corrected upfront and the corrected data stored, or the

corrections may be calculated and applied only as and when required. In the case

of a scanning probe, the probe calibration matrices are preferably unaltered by the

recalibration process.

The present invention thus allows a quick recalibration of a CMM probe following

a crash and in particular overcomes the need to immediately perform a full

calibration process from scratch. Instead, enough datum data is collected to correct

the set of calibration data already associated with the CMM thereby allowing the

system to rapidly resume measurement operations.

Following the recalibration process, a self-checking procedure may be performed

to verify that the recalibration process has been successful. This may comprise, for

example, measuring the position of a calibration artefact (e.g. the centre of a

calibration sphere) a plurality of times with the measurement probe placed in

different orientations by the probe head. If the recalibration process has been

successful, the position of the calibration artefact should be the same (within the

desired accuracy limits of the apparatus) for each measurement.

Although a scanning or analogue probe is described in the examples outlined

above, the skilled person would recognise that the method is equally applicable to

touch trigger probes, such as the Renishaw TP20 or TP200 probes. A separate



measurement probe and probe head are described above, but the method could

also be implemented using a measurement probe formed integrally with a probe

head. Furthermore, the above examples include an indexing probe head that can

adopt a plurality of repeatable indexed positions. It would, however, also be

possible to use a probe head of any type. In particular, a so-called continuous or

active probe head could be used which provide continuous rotation of the

measurement probe about one or more axes and also includes encoders to measure

the angle through which the measurement probe is rotated. Although the above

examples include probes having a styli for contacting an object, the method of the

present invention could also be applied using non-contact measurement probes.

Such non-contact (e.g. capacitive or optical) measurement probes may include a

reference measurement point located at a certain point (e.g. the origin) of the non-

contact measurement system.



Claims

1. A method for recalibrating coordinate positioning apparatus comprising a

platform, a measurement probe and a probe head for reorienting the measurement

probe relative to the platform,

the method comprising the step of taking a calibration data set for the

coordinate positioning apparatus that comprises datum data for a plurality of

orientations of the measurement probe, the datum data including first datum data

for a first nominal orientation of the measurement probe,

wherein, after a disturbance to the coordinate positioning apparatus, the

method comprises a step of updating the calibration data set, characterised in that

the step of updating the calibration data set comprises the steps of;

acquiring one or more position measurements using the coordinate

positioning apparatus,

calculating a first correction from the one or more position measurements

that describes any change in the first datum data following the disturbance to the

coordinate positioning apparatus, and

updating the datum data for a plurality of different orientations of the

measurement probe using the first correction.

2. A method according to claim 1 in which the platform is moveable in a

machine coordinate system and the measurement probe has a reference

measurement point, wherein;

the first datum data comprises a vector describing the position of the

reference measurement point of the measurement probe relative to a point in the

machine coordinate system for the first nominal orientation of the measurement

probe; and

the first correction comprises a first offset vector describing the shift in the

reference measurement point of the measurement probe relative to the point in the

machine coordinate system for the first nominal orientation of the measurement

probe.



3. A method according to claim 2, wherein the measurement probe comprises

a probe housing and a stylus having a substantially spherical stylus tip, wherein

the stylus is deflectable from a neutral position and the reference measurement

point of the measurement probe comprises the centre of the spherical stylus tip

when the stylus is in the neutral position.

4. A method according claim 3, wherein the disturbance to the co-ordinate

position apparatus includes replacing the stylus of the measurement probe.

5. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the coordinate

positioning comprises a calibration artefact of known position and the step of

acquiring one or more position measurements using the coordinate positioning

apparatus comprises placing the measurement probe in the first nominal

orientation and measuring a first apparent position of the calibration artefact,

wherein the first correction is calculated from the difference between the first

apparent position of the calibration artefact and the known position of the

calibration artefact.

6. A method according to claim 5, wherein the step of acquiring one or more

position measurements using the coordinate positioning apparatus comprises

placing the measurement probe in at least one further nominal orientation and

measuring at least one further apparent position of the calibration artefact, wherein

at least one further correction is calculated from the difference between the at least

one further apparent position of the calibration artefact and the known position of

the calibration artefact, wherein an average correction is calculated from the first

correction and the at least one further correction, the datum data for a plurality of

different orientations of the measurement probe being updated using the average

correction.

7. A method according to claim 5, wherein the step of acquiring one or more

position measurements using the coordinate positioning apparatus comprises



placing the measurement probe in at least one further nominal orientation and

measuring at least one further apparent position of the calibration artefact, wherein

at least one further correction is calculated from the difference between the at least

one further apparent position of the calibration artefact and the known position of

the calibration artefact, wherein the first correction and the at least one further

correction are used to determine if there has been any rotation and/or translation of

the probe head relative to the platform as a result of the disturbance to the

coordinate positioning apparatus.

8. A method according to claim 7, comprising the step of calculating a head

movement correction to account for any rotation and/or translation of the probe

head relative to the platform, wherein the head movement correction is used to

update the datum data for a plurality of different orientations.

9. A method according to any one of claims 5 to 8, wherein the calibration

data set was previously established by measuring the calibration artefact, the

calibration artefact having remained affixed to the apparatus in the same location

since the calibration process.

10. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the coordinate

positioning apparatus comprises a calibration artefact located in an unknown

position and the step of acquiring one or more position measurements using the

coordinate positioning apparatus comprises placing the measurement probe in at

least three different nominal orientations and measuring an apparent position of

the calibration artefact for each of the at least three different nominal orientations

of the measurement probe, wherein the first correction is calculated from the at

least three apparent positions of the calibration artefact.

11. A method according to any one of claims 5 to 10 wherein, the calibration

artefact comprises a sphere and each step of measuring the position of the

calibration artefact comprises measuring a plurality of points on the sphere surface

and calculating therefrom the position of the sphere centre.



12. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the probe head

comprises an indexing probe head that permits the measurement probe to adopt a

plurality of nominally repeatable indexed orientations relative to the platform.

13. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein the probe head

comprises a continuous probe head that allows the measurement probe to be freely

rotated into different orientations, the continuous probe head comprising at least

one encoder for measuring the orientation of the measurement probe.

14. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the step of updating

the datum data for a plurality of different orientations of the measurement probe

using the first correction comprises using a rotation function to apply the first

correction to datum data for different orientations of the measurement probe.

15. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the measurement

probe comprises an analogue probe and the set of calibration data comprises at

least one probe transformation matrix for converting measurements taken by the

analogue probe in a local coordinate system into measurements in the machine

coordinate system, wherein the at least one probe transformation matrix remains

unaltered during the step of updating the datum data.

16. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein the

measurement probe comprises a touch trigger probe.

1 . A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the step of taking a

calibration data set comprises retrieving a previously determined set of calibration

data.

18. A coordinate positioning apparatus comprising a platform, a measurement

probe and a probe head for reorienting the measurement probe relative to the

platform, wherein the apparatus comprise a controller that stores a calibration data



set for the coordinate positioning apparatus that comprises datum data for a

plurality of orientations of the measurement probe, the datum data including first

datum data for a first nominal orientation of the measurement probe; wherein,

after a disturbance to the coordinate positioning apparatus, the controller is

arranged to acquire one or more position measurements using the coordinate

positioning apparatus and to calculate therefrom a first correction that describes

any change in the first datum data following the disturbance to the coordinate

positioning apparatus, the controller also being arranged to update the datum data

for a plurality of different orientations of the measurement probe using the first

correction.

9. A method of recalibration for coordinate positioning apparatus having a

measurement probe that can be placed in a plurality of orientations, the method

comprising the step of determining a change in datum data for a first orientation of

the measurement probe and using the change in datum data to update datum data

for at least one different orientation of the measurement probe.
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